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DISCLAIMER
PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY, CONSULT LEGAL AND FINANCIAL EXPERTS
FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE.
The purpose of this whitepaper is to present “Metaroid” (METAROID) to potential token holders in connection with the proposed token launch. The information set forth below may not
be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose
is to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential token holders to determine
whether to undertake a thorough analysis of METAROID. Nothing in this whitepaper shall
be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does
it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any
jurisdiction. This document is not composed according to and is not subject to laws or regulations of any jurisdiction designed to protect investors. Certain statements, estimates and
financial information contained in this whitepaper constitute forward looking statements
or information. Such forward looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially
from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward looking statements.
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BACKGROUND

The Creator Economy
One of the most noticeable changes in society over the past decades has been the advent of
creator economy. Since last decade there are many ways for creative people to make a living, to
a large extent thanks to the opportunities offered by social media and web 2.0.
The development of social media has been pivotal to the rise of creator economy and evolving
into a powerful method of sharing and distributing the creativities. Above anything else, the interaction between users through social media stimulates an engaged community of fans which
becomes the primary essence of the creator economy’s growth.
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PROBLEM AND SOLUTION

The Ownership of Work

Middleman Factor

The engaged community provided by social
media has been facing a lack of asset that
could benefit a creator. Materializing an asset in the digital world was not possible until
the birth of NFT which uses the blockchain
concept, the backbone behind every cryptocurrency. People can copy a digital file as
many as they want, but NFT is designed to
give a thing that can not be copied, it is what
we call The Ownership of Work.

Some creators had to deal with middleman
to publish the works because of difficulties
in asset management and distribution, thus
in several cases such as in the music industry creates a monopoly and disserve contract bound resulting low benefits to them.
NFT solves these problems through the
smart contract technology and blockchain,
improving the trust factor.
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NFT
NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN
Non-Fungible Token (NFT) is basically a unique and not interchangeable blockchain-based tokens. They can be used to represent any unique asset such as license and ownership certificate
of almost anything. Their presence on a blockchain enables an NFT owner to trade the asset
and to prove its authenticity, because all transaction data including the creator and owner ID
are stored in the blockchain.
NFTs are created by coding a collectible’s unique identifying information into a smart contract
and the resultant digital file becomes unforgeable indivisible digital collectible. Once cryptographically encodes onto a blockchain, a copy of the file is then uploaded to an NFT market
where it can be purchased or resold with cryptocurrency.
The NFT trading volume describes well the NFT growth. In 2020 it lies on 315 million USD,
and it grew to 0.5 billion USD in June 2021 and 1.3 billion USD in July 2021. Since then, it grew
exponentially to more than 4 billion USD in every month since August to November 2021.
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PROJECT GOAL
We believe that NFT technology will disrupt and revolt
conventional license and certificate, similar to what the
E-mail technology has done to the conventional letter.

The trend of NFT began with digital artwork, and has been
grasping game attribute and also digital asset in metaverses. Its
usability will be improved into significant others which deal with
our daily life such as ticketing and fund gathering.
The Metaroid will be positioning its platform as an NFT marketplace, thus enriched with several features for improving NFT
environment such as social and gamification features that will
strengthen the community engagement. The marketplace will
be established and growing to become a decentralized base of
digital assets, connecting the users, creators and corporates to
the future of license and certificate of physical things and digital
ones including the assets in metaverses.
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METAVERSE
The world of license and certification is disrupted with the appearance of NFT, thus any physical
or digital thing can be copyrighted and become valuable. Since an NFT license can be attached
to any digital object, it opens a horizon of value for limited digital objects in virtual world.
The metaverse is a broad term that describes the next advancement of our life. We could create, buy and sell virtual goods from one platform to another. The metaverse refers to virtual
world that continuously connects the aspect of physical and digital world. The Metaroid and its
decentralized open platform based on public blockchain technology that encompasses digital
assets and digital identities will be underlying those possibilites.
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FEATURES
1155
NFT Format
A smart contract, similar to it in many DeFi
projects (Decentralized Finance), basically
runs in its own wallet on the blockchain.
The smart contract is the core system that enables the NFT and its transactions to run smoothly without any risk of manipulation, because the interactions with a smart contract only take
place via transactions with the wallet of the smart contract.
The specific number of a token, the address of the assigned owner of the token and other data
of the token, are saved in the storage space of the smart contract. The standard enables a reliable and uniform communication with the program or smart contract, so it is clear how an
individual or the platform can interact with the NFT.
The Metaroid platform uses the latest NFT format, the 1155 one, for supporting all kinds of
NFTs and their licensed exemplars. With this format, a creator can produce a single rare digital
asset to thousands limited digital assets.
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NFT Album
Differs from other NFT platforms, a single minted
NFT in Metaroid will cover a folder. This means
that a creator such as musician can easily mint one
complete album contains several digital objects.

Creator Collaboration
Creating digital asset can be particularly difficult
when the creator consists of several contributors.
The smart contract will work behind the system
and manage the transaction and value transfer
easily and without manipulation. This reduces the
trust issue significantly, boosts and enriches the
variation of work.

Social Features
The social engagement is one of the important
key in Metaroid. An NFT creator needs to build
communication and emotional chain so that users
could understand the creator’s value materialized
in the asset.
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NFT CREATOR
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BENEFITS for CREATOR

01

02

03

Low Cost

Lifetime Warranty

One Complete Folder

Each creation and its authentic copies made by a creator
can be licensed in NFT format
with a very low cost.

NFT creator gets royalty for
each NFT trades between the
users. The creator can set the
royalty percentage.

This enables to license a folder that contain more files.
This benefits creator to publish NFT as a single-filed or an
album contains many files.

04

05

06

Multiple Authentic Copies

No Middleman

Secure

With 1155 NFT format, a digital property can be licensed
to several authentic copies.
This will benefit several usage
s for music or licensed ticket.

Each creator can sell content
without contract bound by
publisher. This gives a freedom to the creator, reduces
the cost, and avoid monopoly.

The NFT purchase data can
not be modified. Everyone is
able to look for any transaction history in the blockchain.
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BENEFITS for USER

01
One Complete Folder
By having unique NFT or NFT from
public figure, it likes owning a premium
content that is second to none.

02
Scarce
Every created NFT is limited. It can be
only 1 NFT piece or any limited amount.
This gives a chance that the value rises
and the user can profit from it.

03
Becomes Part of Creation
With social features, user can become
a part of the limited creation of many
creators, user can have uniquebadge
and status by collecting several NFT or
joining NFT events.
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ROADMAP
01

Launch Phase
• Website Launch
• Contract Deployment
• Build Communities
• DEX Listing (PancakeSwap)
• Social Media Campaign
• Audit

02

Growth Phase
• NFT Marketplace Launching (Alpha Version)
• Influencer Promotions
• Coinmarketcap Listing
• CoinGecko Listing
• Votes Site

03

Expansion Phase
• NFT Marketplace Launching (Beta Version)
• CEX Listing
• Advertising and Media Promotion Campaign

04

Engagement Phase
• Start NFT Competition
• NFT Battle
• NFT Tribute
• NFT Audio
• Partnership and Charity
• Build Communities
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

1.000.000.000 Tokens
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TOKENOMIC
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TOKEN USE CASE
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